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Abstract
Virtually all the biological processes that occur inside or outside cells are mediated by protein–protein
interactions (PPIs). Hence, the charting and description of the PPI network, initially in organisms, the
interactome, but more recently in specific tissues, is essential to fully understand cellular processes both
in health and disease. The study of PPIs is also at the heart of renewed efforts in the medical and
biotechnological arena in the quest of new therapeutic targets and drugs. Here, we present a mini review
of 11 computational tools and resources tools developed by us to address different aspects of PPIs: from
interactome level to their atomic 3D structural details. We provided details on each specific resource, aims
and purpose and compare with equivalent tools in the literature. All the tools are presented in a centralized,
one-stop, web site: InteractoMIX (http://interactomix.com).

Introduction
The technological advances in high-throughput technologies,
heralded by the human genome sequencing project [1],
represented a radical change resulting in an exponential
increase in biological data and the birth of the different
omic technologies that ushered life sciences in the post-
genomic era. The formidable wealth of information on gene
and protein sequences, protein structures and functions (both
individually and collectively), have led to new challenges
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related to handling and, more importantly, deciphering and
understanding this information. Protein–protein interactions
(PPIs) are crucial for understanding how cells work, and
yet, even for well-studied organisms only approximately
42 % of their interactomes have been described [2]. Thus
computational tools, in combination with experimental
data, have an important role to play towards a better
comprehension of function and behaviour of proteins in
biological systems.

The function of a protein can be inferred from its
interactions with other proteins by means of the ‘guilt by
association principle’: proteins involved in the same biological
process tend to cluster together in PPI networks and, in
turn, the paths derived from these networks increase the
knowledge on the process itself [3]. PPI sub-networks
involved in fundamental processes are extremely coordinated
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Figure 1 Diagrammatic representation of the set of integrated tools in InteractoMIX

A bull’s eye representation in the centre of the image represents the integration of the tools in InteractoMIX: tools for

interactomic-level analyses are represented in shades of green; tools for atomic-level analyses are represented in shades

of blue. The puzzle-like connections represent the putative dependency between the different tools, thus indicating a

workflow that can be followed along a particular study involving PPIs. In the different insets from the top left side and

clock-wise schematic representation of different methods: BIPS: prediction of protein interactions based in interologs;

GUILDify: network-based methods to uncover novel disease-related genes; iLoops: prediction of protein structures based

on local motifs; ModLink + : network-based selection of protein templates for structure prediction; PiPreD: modelling of

orthosteric peptides; VORFFIP and M-VORFFIP: prediction of functional sites in protein structures; VD2OCK: data-driven protein

docking and PCRPi: prediction of critical or hot spot residues in protein interfaces.

and highly complex, and they are the basis of the even
more complicated cell machinery. Thus, describing all existing
interactions in an organism, i.e. its interactome, is central
in different aspects of modern research in biomedicine and
biotechnology. Furthermore, PPIs are key in the new efforts

directed towards the discovery of new therapeutic targets and
drugs and for the development of new promising fields such
as personalized and preventive medicine [4,5].

Here we present a mini-review of 11 published tools
and databases for the analysis of PPIs, ranging from the
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interactome level to their structural details. These tools are
been centralized is a web site: InteractoMIX, designed to
facilitate the access to these resources in an easy and intuitive
manner. As depicted in Figure 1, InteractoMIX addresses two
major aspects of PPIs: (1) what proteins interact and (2) how
do they interact (i.e. the structural details of the PPI). The
aims and specific use(s) of the tools are described below and
in more detail in each of sections devoted to each of them.

At a high-level, InteractoMIX includes tools to integ-
rate interactomic data, predicting new interactions and
genotype-phenotype associations. The first step is to use a
specific network of PPIs. Several databases contain sources
of PPIs (i.e. IntAct [6], DIP [7], BioGRID [8], HPRD [9],
MINT [10], MPact [11] among others). Nevertheless, one
of the main problems is the integration of these sources.
Similarly to approaches such as iRefIndex [12] or APID
[13] we suggest the use of BIANA (biologic interactions
and network analysis) [14], in which the user controls the
integration. Using BIANA has the advantage to integrate
functional information from other sources, such as Uniprot
[15], PFAM [16] or GO [17] which can further be used in
the server GUIDify [18]. GUILDify uses the principle of
‘guilt-by-association’ to infer and prioritize a list of genes
and proteins associated with a function or phenotype. The
approach uses several algorithms described in the package
GUILD [19] and a list of starting seeds (genes associated with
a function or phenotype) extracted with the post-integration
of BIANA. This approach has been used to reduce the
human interactome to a selected set of relevant interactions
in the study of cancer metastasis to lung and brain [20]
or extend the subnetwork associated with the pathways of
apoptosis [21]. Between both levels of prediction the user
can increase the network with predicted interactions. Two
different approaches are accessible in InteractoMIX: the first
one uses the integration of PPIs and protein sequences to
predict interologs (i.e. the interaction between two proteins
which sequence is sufficiently similar to those of a known
interacting pair); the second analyses domains and super-
secondary structural motifs involved in interactions and
assigns them to two query proteins to predict their potential
interaction. The first approach uses the server BIPS [22] and
has been very useful to predict networks of interactions
between proteins of different species such as human and
other pathogens (i.e. Salmonella [23] or Mycobacterium [24]),
whereas the second uses iLoops [25,26] and it helps on the
structural detection of interactions, such as the modelling of
GR interactions during chromatin remodelling [27] or the
complexes of proteins that interact with cardiolipin [28].

From a structural perspective, InteractoMIX includes tools
for the modelling of the 3D structures of proteins and protein
complexes and to characterize protein interfaces including
the effect of mutations or post-transcriptional modifications
including the modelling and design of peptides to target
PPIs. Modlink + [29] is the first of the tools included in the
structural analyses featured in InteractoMIX. It combines
remote homology and network analysis to improve the
selection of suitable templates for protein structure prediction

particularly at low levels of sequence identity. VORFFIP
[30] and M-VORFFIP [31] represents two tools designed
to predict functional sites in protein structures, i.e. protein-,
peptide-, DNA- and RNA-binding sites. Whether the
structure of cognate partners is known but not as complex,
VD2OCK [32] is the tool of choice to derive structural
models of the protein complex. VD2OCK [32] makes use of
VORFFIP [31] to delineate the protein interfaces and direct
the docking sampling. The energy of associations in PPIs is
dominated by few interactions, i.e. hot spots of interaction
[33], and in this aspect PCRPi [34] predicts such critical
interactions. The final tool included in structure-based set of
InteractoMIX is PiPred [35] developed to predict orthosteric
peptides with the view of modulating PPIs.

In summary, InteractoMIX provides a unique resource
with set of functionalities devoted to the computational study
of PPIs in a single, one stop, on line resource.

Exploiting the interactome: integration
and unification of interactomic data
The dramatic increase in biological information witnessed
over the post-genomic era has inevitably led to a number of
challenges, one of these being the integration of biological
databases handling interactomic data. Individual repositories
use their unique nomenclature, storage systems and formats
and given the large amount information and incredibly fast
rate of generation, manual curation is an unpractical and often
inefficient task. In addition, the increase in throughput in data
generation has also resulted in the growth and propagation of
unavoidable human and experimental errors. All these aspects
are major obstacles in data integration and interpretation.
Furthermore, unification is a non-trivial problem, and thus
an effective integration strategy is key for the successful merge
of multiple databases while increasing data completeness.

At the core of InteractoMIX is BIANA, last updated
on February 2015, a platform designed to compile and
integrate interactomic data from multiple sources in a
comprehensive and traceable manner [14]. BIANA uses
a high-level abstraction schema to integrate and define
external repositories or databases compiling interactomics
and protein–ligand (small chemical) information. The two
unique features of BIANA, missing in other resources
devoted to the same end (e.g. APID [13] or iRefIndex [12])
are: (i) its unification protocol (i.e. a set of rules defined
by the users that determine how data from various sources
is combined) offering also the possibility of cross-checking
data across different databases and (ii) its traceability: merged
entities can always be traced back to its original source.

BIANA can be used as a standalone application, through
a dedicated online server or as a Cytoscape [36] plugin.
Furthermore, although most integration approaches generate
new datasets and their update depends on the authors, the
update of the integration resulting from BIANA standalone
software is in the hands of the user who can decided which
subsets of the interactome and which databases are used
upon releases of new information. BIANA conforms the
foundations of the following tools included in InteractoMIX:
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BIPS [22], an interolog-based prediction server; the network
relationships used to classify structural features used in
iLoops [26]; and network-based gene-disease associations
exploited by GUILDify [18].

Exploiting the interactome: network-based
tools
InteractoMIX includes two PPIs prediction methods that
expand current interactomic knowledge from experimental
databases (depicted as a range of green shades in Figure 1).
On the one hand, BIPS infers PPIs based on the
interologs approach [22]. On the other hand, iLoops predicts
pairs of PPIs evaluating different structural features [25].
Finally, InteractoMIX incorporates GUILDify, a guild-by-
association algorithm to predict gene–phenotype associations
[18]. Potential applications of these tools include the increase
in the coverage of PPIs networks, and the search for new
therapeutic targets and their interactions.

BIPS: interolog-based PPIs predictions
BIPS [22] is an interolog-based PPIs prediction method that
is based on the interolog hypothesis, which implies that two
proteins (A and B) are predicted to interact if a known
interaction between two homologue proteins (A′ and B′)
exists [37]. The completeness of the database of PPIs and the
option to run large queries are two central aspects of web-
servers delivering such predictions. Accordingly, BIPS both
benefits from the comprehensive interactomic data compiled
in BIANA [14] and computes proteome-wide interactomes
in a reasonable time, thanks to the usage of a local database
of pre-computed similarity measures.

The input to BIPS web-server consists of a list of query
proteins in either FASTA format or protein identifiers (e.g.
Uniprot [38] codes) and outputs a list of predicted protein
pairs. Users can inspect and download details relevant to the
predictions (e.g. interolog mapping). Several parameters can
be tuned to improve the reliability of the predictions, such
as sequence similarity thresholds, number of experiments
or species confirming the mapping or even the type of
experiment describing such interactions. Furthermore, filters
including known domain–domain interactions, functional
similarity, taxonomy, associated pathologies or others can
also be applied. BIPS has been widely used, to extend the
signalling network in apoptosis [21] or in the comparison
of Salmonella–hosts interactomes [23]. Similarly to BIPS,
other approaches have further developed more sophisticated
approaches to improve the accuracy of the prediction [39,
40], however one of the main advantages of BIPS which
is the capacity to predict full interactomes or cross-species
interactomes has not been overcome.

iLoops: local-based PPIs predictions
iLoops [25] is a computational tool designed to infer new
and describe the molecular mechanisms of PPIs. iLoops is
based on the evaluation of local structural features defining
characteristic patterns of interaction (interaction signatures)
learned from known PPIs and non-interacting proteins

(NIP) pairs. A unique feature to iLoops is the classification
of the interaction signatures as favouring or disfavouring
depending on their role in facilitating or preventing the
interaction between given pairs of proteins. By avoiding
global sequence similarity, the method is able to evaluate
the interaction of designed proteins, going far beyond the
organisms’ interactomes.

The input to iLoops is a set of FASTA sequences and
a list of protein pairs to be evaluated and outputs a list
of PPIs and NIP pairs. Details of each prediction can be
explored in a visual interface or locally by downloading an
XML file. iLoops web server is frequently visited worldwide
averaging over 15 unique visits per month and has been
already used in several projects such as the work by Na
et al. [41] to elucidate whether Sup35pC can physically
interact with actin/Ssa1/PIK3R1, and thus yielding insights
into the role of Sup35pC as a cytoskeleton modulator.
iLoops has been recently updated to include the novel
structural motifs classified in ArchDB 2014 [42] resulting in
an increase in the coverage of local motifs and thus increasing
its applicability. iLoops has many advantages over other
methods of prediction: first, it gives the user the probability of
the prediction depending on the level of expectation suggested
by the user, ranging between the simple random criterion with
a 1/50 ratio (one positive interaction over 50 possible pairs
is the expected ratio for co-localized proteins of the human
proteome); and second, it only requires local assignation of
structure instead of full domains (such as PRISM [43] or
Interactome3D [44]), despite reducing its accuracy.

GUILDify: network-based disease
gene-prioritization predictions
GUILDify [18] is a network-based tool to predict and
rank genes linked to biological processes and disease
phenotypes by combining experimental data and graph-
based guilt-by-association algorithms. For a given phenotype
and a set of core genes (e.g. known disease-genes or user-
defined genes), GUILDify predicts and ranks potential
novel genes associated with the given phenotype based
on the connectedness to a core set of genes through the
underlying PPIs network. Thus, it uses BIANA [14] to
create an integrated knowledge base of protein-coding genes,
their functional and disease annotations and the interactions
between them.

In contrast with several existing network-based priorit-
ization tools relying on user-defined gene sets (e.g. [45]) or
annotations based on OMIM database (e.g. [46]), GUILDify
automatically retrieves phenotype–gene associations and
does not restrict the search to disease phenotypes. The genes
matching to the user-provided query (e.g. ‘type 2 diabetes’)
are then fed to GUILD [19], a network-based prioritization
algorithm that assigns scores to the genes based on their
distance to the genes matching the query. GUILDify has
been designed for both experimental and computational
biomedical researchers seeking to find an initial set of genes
and a ranked list of genes potentially linked to the phenotype
of interest. GUILDify has been used to identify genes
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involved in bone metastatic breast cancer [47] or to predict
novel uses of drugs (see Supplementary data on Guney et al.
[18] for further details). Other similar approaches have been
developed to prioritize genes associated with functions or
patho-phenotypes (i.e. GeneMania [48] or DIAMOnD [49]
are well known). Recently the method was used to test the
resilience of certain phenotypes to be affected by the deletion
of nodes on the basis of the robustness of the prediction
[50,51].

Exploiting the interactome:
structural-based tools
Included in this review are several resources compiled in
InteractoMIX designed to depict the structural details of PPIs
at a molecular level (represented in a range of blues shades in
Figure 1). ModLink + is a tool to model the 3D-structure of
individual proteins [29]. VORFFIP and M-VORFFIP [30,31]
tools predict functional sites in proteins including protein
interfaces, which can be used to guide V-D2OCK, a fast
and accurate docking programme [32]. From the selected
interfaces, PCRPi-W elucidates the critical residues to the
given interactions (i.e. hot-spot) [52], which are compiled in
a weekly-updated database: PCRPi-DB [53]. Finally, PiPreD
allows the modelling of orthosteric peptides to target and
disrupt PPIs [12,35]. Potential applications of these tools
are: identification of key residues in PPIs, designing protein
mutants able to modulate PPIs and computational designing
of peptides to disrupt PPIs.

ModLink + : prediction of protein structure using
protein–protein interactions
The gap between experimentally determined protein se-
quences and structures is very large and is increasing. To
bridge this gap, a range of computational tools have been
devised to model the structure of proteins, including for
instance the Protein Model Portal [54], i-TASSER [55] or
Phyre2 [56]. ModLink + [29] is one of such tools with
the particularity that combines advanced remote homology
detection methods and known or inferred PPIs. Thanks to
the use of PPIs, ModLink + (last updated for this suite in
2015) improves fold prediction accuracy even for sequences
with low identity or similarity with templates. ModLink +
has been successfully applied in the modelling of zebrafish
nucleotide-binding and oligomerization domains 1 and 2
[57] and three novel psychrophilic enzymes of Glaciozyma
antarctica PI12 [58]. Given its nature, ModLink + represents
the transition between the interactome- and structure-based
tools provided in InteractoMIX.

VORFFIP and M-VORFFIP: prediction of functional
sites in proteins
VORFFIP (VP) [30] and Multi-VORRFIP (MVP) [31] are
two computational tools designed to predict functional
sites and interfaces in proteins evaluating what regions are
more likely to interact with other biomolecules such as
proteins, peptides, DNA or RNA. Although the prediction
of functional sites and interfaces has been approached by

other groups (e.g. [59,60]), MVP centralizes the prediction
of different interaction types in a single resource while its
performance compares favourably with individual, purpose-
made, prediction algorithms [31]. Given a protein structure,
VP/MVP depicts each residue with a broad range of struc-
tural, evolutionary, experimental and energy-based features.
Then, this information is integrated into a probabilistic
framework by means of a Random Forest classifier and a
probabilistic score is computed. Whereas VP [30] predicts
only protein interfaces, MVP [31] is trained to further
distinguish between peptide-, DNA- and RNA-binding sites.

As an example of practical application, MVP approach
has been used to define the region on the Msh4–Msh5
complex more likely to interact with DNA and thus helping
the modelling of the quaternary structure of the entire
the complex [61]. As usual applications, VP and MVP’s
predictions can be used to guide the experimental mapping
of functional sites by side-directed mutagenesis or as part of
V-D2OCK [32], also part of the InteractoMIX suite, a data-
guided docking algorithm.

VD2OCK: predicted interface-guided protein
docking
Experimental determination of the structure of protein
complexes cannot keep pace with ever increasing interactomic
data and thus, to close this gap, computational approaches
such as protein docking provide useful structural models.
Starting from the structures of two unbound proteins
docking methods generate a sampling of bound (or docked)
conformations, i.e. structural models of the protein complex,
followed by the ranking of the models based on a
given scoring function. Docking methods can be broadly
categorized into two groups: ab initio (e.g. ZDOCK [62],
HEX [63], GRAMM [64], SwarmDock [65], ClusPro [66])
and data driven (e.g. HADDOCK [67], PatchDock [68],
RosettaDock [69]).

V-D2OCK [32] belongs to data-driven protein docking
methods. It comprises three major steps: firstly, VORFFIP
[30], described above, is used to predict protein-binding
sites; secondly, the predicted binding sites are used to guide
PatchDock, a docking method based on geometric hashing
[68]; finally docking poses are clustered [70] and ranked using
three different scoring functions (PathDock [68], ZRANK
[71] and ES3DC potential [72]). By using a guided docking,
V-D2OCK is fast enough to perform the docking of large
set of interactions in a reasonable time. Thus, the method is
especially useful for the high-throughput structural docking
of genome-wide interactomes. Even though V-D2OCK was
developed recently, it participated in the latest CASP–CAPRI
competition (manuscript in press).

PCRPi: prediction of critical residues in interfaces
and PCRPi-DB: database of annotated hot-spots
in protein complexes
The contribution to the binding energy between proteins
varies across the residues located at their interface, with
small portion of them contributing the most to it, i.e. the
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so-called hot-spot of the interaction [33]. The identification
and charting of such regions in protein interfaces is central to
a number of problems in Biology and Biomedicine [73] and
has clear applications both in in drug discovery and protein
design (e.g. [74]).

Several computational tools have addressed the prediction
of hot spots in interfaces (e.g. Robetta [75], KFC [76] or
HotPoint [77]) including PCRPi [34]. As described, the
combination of several sources of information is required to
better depict the nature of these types of residues [78]. In this
sense, PCRPi [34] is based in a machine-learning classifier
(Bayesian Network) that integrates physical-, sequence-
and structural-based information. PCRPi was extensively
benchmarked on two independent sets [79,80] and on the
RAS–AntiRAS antibody complex [81] and fares favourably
to other resources available in the field [75,76,82]. Common
applications include the prediction of potentially important
interfaces residues as candidates for site-directed mutagenesis,
structure-based protein design (e.g. disrupt or improve
interactions) or drug discovery to derive chemical mimics
of critical residues in the interface.

An extension of PCRPi is PCRPi-DB, a database of
annotated hot-spots in protein complexes [53]. Structural in-
formation of PCRPi-DB repository can be browsed, queried
and visualized using a bespoken molecular visualizer. PCRPi-
DB also aims at understanding of PPIs at interactome-level
(i.e. extracting common features within the interactome [83]).
PCRPi-DB is weekly updated to include the release of new
protein structures in the protein data bank [84].

PiPreD: modelling of orthosteric peptides in
protein interfaces
PiPreD [35], is a structure- and knowledge-based, approach
to model the conformation of peptides targeting protein
interfaces. As a knowledge-based approach, PiPreD relies
on a bespoken library of structural motifs derived from
interfaces named iMotifs and it uses native structural elements
of the targeted interface in the form of disembodied interface
residues named anchor residues. The search and sampling of
peptides covers the entire interface, ensuring the systematic
and comprehensive exploration of the entire interface and an
unbiased sampling of the conformations of peptides. PiPreD
is therefore a good complement to existing methodologies
mainly based in peptide docking or ab initio modelling
[85–88].

The input of PiPreD is the structure of a protein complex.
The modelling of peptides is based on the anchor residues
of any cognate partner that interact with the target protein.
Upon the structural fitting of iMotifs using an iterative
superposition, side chains are grafted using computational
design using the Rosetta suite [89] as part of PiPreD.

The natural application of PiPreD is the design of
peptides targeting specific interactions. These peptides, when
experimentally validated, can be used as leads for drug-design.
An example of such is the development of peptides to target
RAS [90]. As part of this piece of research, three designed
peptides were found to target specifically active RAS and to

impede the interaction with a cognate partner and a RAS
antibody (manuscript under preparation). Lastly, the pool of
sequences generated can be used to design sequence libraries
to be used in conjunction with high-throughput peptide
synthesis techniques such as peptide microarrays.

Conclusion
In this review we presented a suites of tools designed to
address many, multi-scale, levels of PPIs: from the general
network complexity, i.e. interactomes, to the detailed atomic
description of individual PPI interfaces. These tools have
been compiled in a unique, one-stop, online resource:
InteractoMIX, The suite provides a unique resource that
tackles some of the top interests in current biomedical
research in a user-friendly and intuitive way. InteractoMIX
is a useful resource for both computational and experimental
scientists with the aim to expand their knowledge on a protein
networks and pathways, identify key residues related to the
function of a particular PPI and, eventually, predict new
therapeutic targets and potential interfering peptides that can
be used as leads for drugs.
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